IADC Cybersecurity Committee
Meeting Minutes, December 12, 2019:

Welcome and Intro's:
Juan led us through introducing all attendees in the meeting and on the phone.

Review of Antitrust

Facility Orientation
Jim told us how to exit the building in a fire alarm.

Prior Meeting Minutes Review

IADC Announcement of new Chair roles

IADC Cybersecurity Committee – Guideline Development
❖ What is the goal?
   ➢ To make it a living, breathing document, that adapts to quick refresh.
   ➢ Avoid duplicating work of other standards
   ➢ Make it reflect international requirements.
❖ Identify Actions / Responsible Persons
❖ Discussion around utilizing Class societies, and our need to keep guideline impartial and international.
❖ Jim Ness from BP proposes looking at what class societies are doing, decide the framework we want to work from. Note that Class societies all have different requirements. Shipyards usually look to class to specify how a rig is defined.
❖ What is the goal? Need to set a clear goal? Regulatory compliance?
❖ Jim Rocco notes that regulators are looking to industry standards for their work on drafting regulations. We should therefore not develop the guidelines to comply with upcoming regulations, as this would limit us.
❖ Gentleman that came in later (no intro) said - Perhaps include multiple maturity levels of implementation or levels of satisfying certain controls.
❖ We will investigate meetings and communications in between standard committee meeting. Juan noted that face to face is much more productive than meetings over the phone.
❖ Jim Ness said he could see value in IADC guidelines and could sell this internal to BP to provide us with resources we will need.
❖ Jim Ness discussed C2M2 for use in IADC guidelines.
❖ Do we want regulators in the meetings while drafting this document?
Jim Rocco recommends Eric send out an email to all members of the committee to inquire who is interested in getting involved. From this group, we can have discussions over email about the guideline directions. This way involvement is accessible internationally and allows for more debate than is possible in the standard committee or subcommittee meetings.

Angela Haun – FBI – ONG-ISAC
ahaun@ongisac.org

She dropped off some nice TLP pamphlets.

Discussion around security of Slack and other Cloud collaboration tools. Discussed security of MS Teams, which was favorable.

Notable Events

- Ransomware attack encrypted files and halted enterprise network servers and PC’s.
  - Juan noted this is a new section and will look to committee members to come up with topics to share.

Upcoming Activities

- Drilling contractor subcommittee to take lead on Guideline to put schedule, actions together.
- Upcoming 2020 meetings:
  - Juan and Jim can specify the exact days for the meetings this year.
  - Juan said at least 1 remote meeting was very valuable and
- Marco Ayala discussed Jan 9, 11:30 to 13:30, InfraGard will host NOV’s Cyber supply chain.
- Technology vetting meetings shelved for now, as we are focusing on the document.
- Goal to release the document in Q3.

Cybersecurity Conference 2020

- Should this conference be bolted onto the ART conference in September 2020?
- May already be behind in planning schedule.
- Discussion around new CFA
  - Case History, incidents – “Horror Files”
  - Regulators
- Endorsement around CISA, ONG-ISAC, BSSEE
- Cybersecurity Conference would be separate from ART but marketed as optional bundle.

USCG NVIC

- Hung up in the OMB.

Marco Ayala’s InfraGard invitation

- January 9th - Houston InfraGard Maritime CSC Lunch and Learn Meeting Speaker: Jason Armstrong and James Cooper with NOV.
- Maritime Domain CSC - Houston Members Alliance - Jan 9th